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Hand in: 16th April 2010

Introduction
Following an arrest, a CD containing an unknown file1 has been retrieved during a raid on 
the suspects premises. Huddersfield University have been asked to identify and then ana-
lyze this file, so as to determine if this file has anything untoward encoded within it.

We have been formally told that the suspect was arrested on matters related to the exfiltra-
tion of data from a network.

Submission and Documentation
All interactions with the file 0xBADF00D should be recorded using the script command. 

You are required to use the filenames stated under each question for saving your scripted 
output. All case notes should be saved in a word document and be submitted, via the 
Blackboard drop box, as part of a compressed archive containing your script sessions.

Anyone who fails to do this shall be severely penalized.

Questions
1. What type of file do you have here? Ensure that you:

• record the MD5 hash of any unencoded file contents that you retrieve

• and you save your interactions to a file named answer1.script.

5 marks

2. Use the 0xBADF00D file to answer the following questions (ensure that you save your 
interactions to a file named answer2.script) regarding its parent machine (ie. the one 
from which this file originated):

a. what operating system did this machine run?

2 marks

b. what date/time information can you retrieve regarding this machine?

2 marks

c. what network connections did this machine have open?
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1 Note: this file is named 0xBADF00D and has the MD5 sum:
f923d50fa87c64c2f1029a54cccb121d



5 marks

d. what processes are currently running on this machine?

2 marks

e. what credential information can you retrieve from this machine?

9 marks

3. For each network connected process, save the process as a standalone executable (ie. 
a PE file) and record its MD5 sum. Subject your stand alone executable to a behavioral 
analysis and determine:

• if the expected listening ports are opened up?

• if the expected outgoing connections can be made?

• the direction the original connections were probably made in?

Ensure that you submit a copy of any output that is of use to this case (this data should 
be saved to files with names starting answer3_<pid>).

15 marks 

4. What odd or suspicious processes are running on 0xBADF00D’s parent machine? En-
sure that you fully justify your answer and that you save your interactions to a file 
named answer4.script. The process memory for each suspicious process should be 
dumped and saved in a file named answer4_<pid>.dmp.

25 marks

5. For this question only, you may assume that Mozilla Firefox is running as process 
number 836. What evidence of web activity can you retrieve from this processes ad-
dress space? Where possible, you should fully reconstruct the users browsing history 
complete with an idea (eg. precise date/time or constraints on possible dates/times) of 
when these browsing events have occurred. All data collected for this question should 
be saved in files with names starting answer5_.

35 marks
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